
The Heating Controller ‘HC’ 
On a Sunday morning,  if the heating is not working 

The heating should be on automatically,  but if the day or time displayed is wrong,  

follow the instructions opposite ‘At all other times’.   

Check the HC screen display.   

Question:  does the left side of the controller screen read ‘AUTO’? 

o NO.  Then open the lower half of the controller and press the button ’SELECT’ 

until the screen reads ‘AUTO’ on the left side.  The heating should come on after 

a slight delay – up to 3 minutes.  If it doesn’t come on,  follow the next 

instruction for ‘YES’. 

o YES,  the HC is on the right setting.  Now check the remote thermostat,  a small 

white box situated on the column directly opposite the passage to the vestry,  

across the body of the church.  Question:  does the thermostat dial have ‘3’ at 

the bottom next to the indicator spot? 

 NO.  Then turn the dial so ‘3’ is at the bottom,  next to the indicator spot.  If 

the heating still doesn’t start,  follow ‘YES’. 

 YES.  Question:  does the display on the remote thermostat show a number? 

 NO.  The remote thermostat batteries have run down and need replacing 

before the system will work. 

 YES,  the thermostat display is showing a number.  Question:  is the 

number above the ambient temperature? 

o YES.  The heating will not come on above the displayed temperature.  

If you need more heating in spite of the cost,  move the dial to a higher 

number.  The heating should come on with the above time delay. 

o NO,  the number displayed is below the ambient temperature.  

Question:  is the right hand light on the thermostat receiver box next 

to the HC glowing red? 

 NO.  Then press the button on the thermostat receiver box so the 

light comes on.  The light should come on and the heating start 

with a slight delay.  If it doesn’t then read YES below. 

 YES.  There is a fault outside your control:  call the engineer. 

Engineer is Bespoke Heating  015395 30326 

At all other times,  if you want heating: 

 For an hour at a time:  press the button ‘+ 1 hour’;  when the hour has elapsed 

the controller display will revert to ‘AUTO’ automatically. 

 For more than an hour:  press the button ‘MAN’ on the left side of the 

controller to manually start the heating;  in this case,  when you no longer need 

the heating you must press ‘MAN’  again so the display reverts to ‘AUTO’. 

o If the heating does not come on (it sometimes takes a few minutes for the 

boiler to switch on),  check the thermostat,  a small white box situated on the 

column directly opposite the passage to the vestry,  across the body of the 

church.  Question:  does the thermostat dial have ‘3’ at the bottom next to 

the indicator spot? 

 NO.  Then turn the dial so ‘3’ is at the bottom,  next to the indicator spot.  

If the heating still doesn’t start,  follow ‘YES’. 

 YES.  Question:  does the display on the remote thermostat show a 

number? 

 NO.  The remote thermostat batteries have run down and need 

replacing before the system will work. 

 YES,  the thermostat display is showing a number.  Question:  is the 

number above the ambient temperature? 

o YES.  The heating will not come on above the displayed 

temperature.  If you need more heating in spite of the cost,  move 

the dial to a higher number.  The heating should come on with the 

above time delay. 

o NO,  the number displayed is below the ambient temperature.  

Question:  is the right hand light on the thermostat receiver box 

next to the HC glowing red? 

 NO.  Then press the button on the thermostat receiver box so 

the light comes on.  The light should come on and the heating 

start with a slight delay.  If it doesn’t then read YES below. 

 YES.  There is a fault outside your control:  call the engineer. 
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